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INTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTION    

 

When people who have never been to Alberta imagine the landscape, they envision the landscape of the 

Municipal District of Ranchland. It is the mythical Alberta, in real life: nearly 2,500 square kilometres of 

prairie rangeland, rolling foothills, and rugged, snow-capped mountains. It comprises the headwaters of 

the Oldman and part of the Crowsnest River, as well as Willow Creek - all major tributaries of the South 

Saskatchewan drainage. It contains few roads and no urban settlements and houses fewer than 100 

residents, many of whom earn their living off the land as ranchers. By ranching here, many families are 

continuing traditions that go back several generations. Nearly 75% of the MD is Crown Land, managed by 

the Province of Alberta for agricultural use, resource extraction, recreation, and various degrees of 

environmental protection.  

 

The northern and eastern boundaries of MD Ranchland are less than an hour's drive from Calgary – a 

major urban centre, headquarters of many natural resource extraction companies, and source of 

demand for recreation and rural residential expansion. In late 2006, concerned by growing development 

pressures from Calgary and beyond, MD Staff and Council began to wonder if there was a more 

proactive position they could take to assessing development proposals. They approached the Miistakis 

Institute with a deceptively simple question: “We know that we live in a special part of the world; but 

how can we communicate that 'special-ness', and better protect what we value?” 

 

Since 2007 Miistakis has been working with the residents, staff and Council of MD Ranchland on 

addressing that question. This report describes the third phase of our ongoing collaboration, and 

represents a culmination of our efforts to date. The goals of this phase of the Project were to identify 

community and conservation values in MD Ranchland (“What about this place is special?”), and then to 

map these values as accurately as possible (“How do we communicate what we value?”). 

 

The information presented herein, and the tools Miistakis has developed for the MD Ranchland, should 

not be viewed as a definitive answer to the above question, or as an unequivocal representation of the 

values of the community. No data is perfectly accurate, and any interpretation of data is inherently 

subjective. Rather, this report and the associated maps and data are offered as a new tool at the disposal 

of MD Ranchland: a new perspective on understanding and articulating community values; and a new 

lens through which to consider future land use decisions.  

 

BACKGROUNDBACKGROUNDBACKGROUNDBACKGROUND    

 

Several documents were reviewed in the early stages of this project, to ascertain what had already been 

collected and written about the community and conservation values of MD Ranchland. Surveyed 

documents included the Municipal Land Use Bylaw and Municipal Development Plan, as well as the  

final report of Phases 1 and 2 of the Southern Foothills Study, to which MD Ranchland was a contributor 

and signatory. 

 

Common to all of these documents are some fundamental community values and aspirations: 
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• A strong connection to the traditional ranching culture and lifestyle of the area. 

• An insistence to think critically about the trade-offs – the benefits and liabilities – associated with 

any development. 

• A keen sense of stewardship and responsibility for the welfare of the land. 

• A recognition of the necessity of healthy ecosystems as a precursor to any sustainable land uses. 

 

ABOUT THE PROJECTABOUT THE PROJECTABOUT THE PROJECTABOUT THE PROJECT    

 

This report describes the final phase of a three-phase project which started in 2007. The first phase was 

a data-scoping exercise which sought out useful sources of spatial data to describe MD Ranchland's 

cultural and physical landscape. The second phase focused on putting the available data in the hands of 

the local government, and on building the internal capacity to interpret and map this data. Miistakis 

worked with MD staff to construct a pre-loaded mapping application that allows for the viewing, 

overlaying, and production of maps from data describing the constructed and natural landscape. This 

tool provides the municipality with better spatial information, allowing them to evaluate proposals for 

new development more critically. 

 

Although the first two phases resulted in the creation of useful tools and increased capacity within the 

community, the principle question remains: How does the community accurately map and communicate 

its most important values? Phase 3 of the project set out to answer that question, following this 

approach: 

1. Review existing literature describing the community of MD Ranchland and its values. 

2. Hold a stakeholder's workshop to gather input on clearly identifying and prioritizing these values. 

3. As accurately as possible (where possible), create GIS data layers that depict community and 

conservation values in a spatial context. 

4. Hold a follow-up workshop to present the results of the values mapping exercise. 

5. Revise mapping efforts to reflect feedback from the second workshop. 

 

The results of the first step of this process are in the “Background” section, above. The results of 

subsequent steps and the resulting community and conservation value maps are presented in the next 

section. 

 

MD RANCHLAND COMMUNIMD RANCHLAND COMMUNIMD RANCHLAND COMMUNIMD RANCHLAND COMMUNITY AND CONSERVATION TY AND CONSERVATION TY AND CONSERVATION TY AND CONSERVATION VALUESVALUESVALUESVALUES    

 

The first stakeholder's workshop was held at Chain Lakes on the evening of November 19th, 2010. There 

were approximately 50 attendees. A summary of the workshop proceedings is included in Appendix 1. 

 

Through a  workshop brainstorming session, subsequent refining of ideas, and later prioritization by MD 

Staff and Council, the following value sets or themes emerged (listed in order of priority): 

1. Land Stewardship: Residents of MD Ranchland recognize the value of good land stewardship; of 

managing land individually and collectively in a way that protects the environment and sustains 

the local economy and lifestyle. 
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2. Ecology:  An ecologically healthy landscape is a fundamental underpinning of continued success 

and prosperity for residents of the MD. 

3. Aesthetics: The viewscape and natural scenic beauty of MD Ranchland is of great value to its 

residents. 

4. Community: The culture of MD Ranchland is one of good neighbours, tranquility, safety, and 

neighborliness. The rural nature of the community contributes to this, and is of great value to 

residents. 

5. Heritage:  There is a long tradition of human settlement and use of MD Ranchland, from its first 

visitors thousands of years ago, through early European exploration, to the multi-generational 

ranching traditions that continue today. This history has helped to shape the natural and cultural 

environment of the MD today, and is of great value. 

6. Local Governance: The residents of MD Ranchland recognize the value, rarity and fortuity of 

having strong, respectful, and representative local government and administration. 

 

The following sections will describe the value layers created to represent each of these six general 

themes. Known data gaps will be identified for each theme, as will any additional (non-spatial) data or 

other ideas for effectively communicating these values.  

 

The process of creating the value layers from input data is described only generally here – a detailed and 

technical description of methods can be found in the metadata files associated with each value layer.  

 

LAND STEWARDSHIP 

NATIVENATIVENATIVENATIVE    GRASSLANDGRASSLANDGRASSLANDGRASSLAND    
 

When best practices in grazing and rangeland management are employed, ranching activity can protect 

and preserve – and even help restore - native grassland. Furthermore, healthy grassland ecosystems are 

essential to the continued viability of the ranching economy in MD Ranchland. Therefore, a value layer 

was created based on the distribution of native grasses within the MD. 

 

In order to represent native grassland across the MD, two Provincial data sets were required: the 

Grasslands Vegetation Inventory (GVI) which covers the White Zone of Alberta, and the Alberta 

Vegetation Inventory (AVI) which covers the green zone. The value associated with natural grassland 

was calculated based on the percent cover of native grass species1. 

 

RERERERESIDENTIALSIDENTIALSIDENTIALSIDENTIAL    EXPANSIONEXPANSIONEXPANSIONEXPANSION    
 

The land use policies of MD Ranchland, as laid out in both the Land Use Bylaw and the Municipal 

Development Plan, clearly seek to limit subdivision and residential development. This is viewed as an 

important strategy for maintaining the viability of ranching and preserving community values.  

 

                                                        
1 AVI polygons do not record percent cover, only presence/absence of native grassland; therefore, AVI polygons classified 

as native grassland were assigned a value of 100% cover. 
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Illustration 1: Native Grassland Value Layer 
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Illustration 2: Residential Expansion Value Layer 
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Illustration 3: Roadless Areas Value Layer 
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A value layer was created using input data from the Miistakis Institute's 2003 Rural Residential Expansion 

Study. The study used tax and assessment logs from MD Ranchland and five other municipalities to 

calculate the number of residential structures on the exurban landscape, cumulatively and by decade, 

from 1940 to the present2. Across the study area there was a marked increase in rural residential 

development beginning in the 1960's. 

 

Assuming that less residential development represents a greater value to the community, the value layer 

places lowest value on the areas within the MD where the most residential development has occurred, 

and the highest value on areas with no residential development. It is important to note that this and all 

value layers are benchmarked against the highest and lowest values within MD Ranchland, and this 

reflects a certain bias. The highest increase in residential structures within the MD (10) was less one 

tenth of the highest increase across the study area. 

    

ROADLESSROADLESSROADLESSROADLESS    AREASAREASAREASAREAS    
 

In regards to land stewardship and other value sets, MD Ranchland residents place great value on the 

minimal amount of disturbance that is present on the landscape. Less disturbance equates to more open 

spaces, less environmental degradation, and improved maintenance of ecological function. To reflect 

these values, a layer depicting the roadless areas within the MD was created. 

 

Input data for this layer came from the National Roads Network (NRN) data set, supplemented by 

features in the Provincial Southern Headwaters at Risk Project (SHARP). These data were used as the 

basis for a weighted road density analysis, which was in turn converted to a value layer (higher road 

density = lower value). 

 

It is important to note the obvious deficiencies in the roads data used to calculate density. There is no 

publicly available data set that maps private driveways, forestry and other industrial-use roads, 

recreational trails, or truck tracks, and many such features do exist within the MD. However, the 

available data describes the major roads through the MD, as well as the general spatial pattern of the 

disturbance. This layer should be revisited if better input data becomes available. 

 

DATADATADATADATA    GAPSGAPSGAPSGAPS    ANDANDANDAND    OTHEROTHEROTHEROTHER    IDEIDEIDEIDEASASASAS    
 

Residents of MD Ranchland value healthy riparian ecosystems, and are working with groups like Cows 

and Fish towards their protection, restoration, and enhancement. It would be useful to include a value 

layer based on riparian ecosystems, but there is currently no data that accurately delineates these for 

the MD. There are some Provincial initiatives – specifically, the Provincial Wetland Inventory (through 

AENV) and the Wet Areas Mapping Initiative (through ASRD) – that are nearing completion and may 

provide useful input data. Also, the provincial ESA data set does acknowledge the significance of 

riparian areas at a generalized level, and is used to create a value layer described in the Ecology section 

below. 

                                                        
2 “Present”, in this case, means “date of publication. The rural residential data set is currently being updated. 
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Other ideas for communicating the values related to land stewardship include: 

• The MD could consider establishing a Historic Properties Designation, that would afford some 

level of protection to historic ranches and ranching practices. 

• In order to show the sustainability of current and historic land use practices within MD 

Ranchland, one could create a display of paired historic and present-day photography. These 

photographs could be displayed in the MD Office, or built into an on-line or interactive map. 

 

ECOLOGY 

MULTIMULTIMULTIMULTI----SPECIESSPECIESSPECIESSPECIES    HABITATHABITATHABITATHABITAT    
 

The SHARP initiative mapped out areas of conservation priority within the Oldman River headwaters. 

Broad conservation priority was modelled by creating habitat suitability indices (HSIs) for 15 focal or 

indicator species: trumpeter swan; harlequin duck; ferruginous hawk; prairie falcon; sharp-tailed grouse; 

long-billed curlew; pileated woodpecker; Clark's nutcracker; Sprague's pipit; loggerhead shrike; vagrant 

shrew; wolverine; northern leopard frog; western toad; and long-toed salamander. Two separate suites 

of HSIs were created: one for the forested, and one for the grassland portion of the SHARP study area. 

These two data sets were merged prior to creating a value layer. 

 

HSIs for all 15 species were weighted and combined to created a map of multi-species conservation 

value (MCV) – values were classified into priority areas, ranging from very high to very low priority. 

These priorities were translated to a value layer, with highest priority/MCV areas assigned the highest 

community value. 

 

GRIZZLYGRIZZLYGRIZZLYGRIZZLY    BEARBEARBEARBEAR    HABITATHABITATHABITATHABITAT    
 

The SHARP multi-species conservation value analysis described above was initially planned to include 

an HSI model for grizzly bear as a 16th focal species. However, the grizzly HSI model was not completed 

in time for inclusion in the MCV assessment. Since the grizzly is such an iconic species of the mountain 

west, and since the SHARP grizzly bear HSI model was available for use in this project, a separate value 

layer was created based solely on grizzly bear habitat. 

 

The HSI model classifies the SHARP study area into very high, high, moderate, and low quality habitat. 

This coding was converted to a value layer such that higher quality habitat was assigned a higher 

community value. 

 

WINTERWINTERWINTERWINTER    UNGULATEUNGULATEUNGULATEUNGULATE    HABITATHABITATHABITATHABITAT    
 

The Fish and Wildlife division of ASRD has mapped critical winter habitat for four ungulate species: elk, 

moose, mule deer, and bighorn sheep. These data were combined to create a community value layer 

based on winter ungulate habitat. 
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Illustration 4: SHARP Multi-species Conservation Value Layer 
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Illustration 5: SHARP Grizzly Bear Habitat Value Layer 
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Illustration 6: Ungulate Winter Habitat Value Layer 
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Value was assigned based on the number of overlapping habitats at a given location. So if an area was 

mapped as critical winter habitat for all four ungulate species, it was assigned a value of 1. The only 

region of MD Ranchland where this occurs is just northeast of the Livingstone Gap. 

 

PLANTPLANTPLANTPLANT    DIVERSITYDIVERSITYDIVERSITYDIVERSITY    
 

Plant diversity is another important measure of ecological health. The ACIMS (formerly ANHIC) Element 

Occurrence data set, which records verified observations of rare or endangered plants throughout the 

province, was used as a representation of plant diversity within MD Ranchland. 

 

The ACIMS data set consists of buffer polygons, or circles. The size of the buffer depends on the 

significance of the observed species, and on the accuracy of the recorded location. 

 

The value layer created from this data is based on the number of overlapping ANHIC Element 

Occurrences at a given location – more overlap corresponds to a higher value. 

 

ECOLOGICALLYECOLOGICALLYECOLOGICALLYECOLOGICALLY    SIGNIFICANTSIGNIFICANTSIGNIFICANTSIGNIFICANT    AREASAREASAREASAREAS    
 

The Government of Alberta initially assessed and mapped Environmentally Significant Areas (ESAs) in 

the late 1990's. In 2009, the designation of ESAs was reassessed and significantly revised by Fiera 

Consulting on behalf of Alberta Tourism, Parks and Recreation (ATPR). 

 

According to the ESA Provincial Update Report, an area was considered environmentally significant if it 

met any of the following criteria: 

1. Areas that contain elements of conservation concernAreas that contain elements of conservation concernAreas that contain elements of conservation concernAreas that contain elements of conservation concern – these may include rare species of plant 

or animals, rare assemblages of species, or other ecological phenomena that may require special 

management. 

2. Areas that contain rareAreas that contain rareAreas that contain rareAreas that contain rare    or unique landformsor unique landformsor unique landformsor unique landforms – elements of the landscape that contribute to its 

natural and aesthetic value. 

3. Areas that contain habitat for focal species Areas that contain habitat for focal species Areas that contain habitat for focal species Areas that contain habitat for focal species –––– like in the case of the SHARP research, these focal 

species may indicate habitat used by a wide range of associated species. Alternately, focal 

species may impart some social or cultural significance. 

4. Areas that contain important wildlife habitatAreas that contain important wildlife habitatAreas that contain important wildlife habitatAreas that contain important wildlife habitat – these are areas that are of known and critical 

importance to the ecology of individual species (e.g. breeding grounds, winter concentration 

areas, hibernacula, etc.) 

5. Riparian areasRiparian areasRiparian areasRiparian areas – an area qualified for ESA designation if it (a) contained perennial or intermittent 

streams within the Rocky Mountain or Foothills Natural Region; (b) contained riparian areas 

within “a major river basin” of Alberta (including the Oldman River); or (c) contained a reach of 

one of the six major rivers (including the Oldman/Bow/South Saskatchewan River). 

6. Large natural areasLarge natural areasLarge natural areasLarge natural areas – this is recognition of the relationship between the ability of an ecological 

landscape unit to function, and the size and intactness of that landscape unit. 

7. Sites of Recognized SignificanceSites of Recognized SignificanceSites of Recognized SignificanceSites of Recognized Significance – these are sites that have been recognized at an international, 

national, or provincial level by government or non-government organizations. 
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Illustration 7 - Plant Diversity Value Layer 
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Illustration 8 - Environmentally Significant Areas Value Layer    
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There are 11 Provincial ESAs within MD Ranchland: 6 are of national significance and the other 5 are of 

provincial significance. 

    

The community value represented by ESAs within MD Ranchland was calculated by counting the number 

of the above criteria satisfied by each ESA. Criteria counts were weighted based on significance (ESAs 

of national significance were assigned a 50% higher value than those of provincial significance). 

 

DATA GAPS AND OTHER IDEAS 
    

Available data allows for a fairly comprehensive representation of community ecological values related 

plants and animals. However, there are many other ecological aspects of MD Ranchland's community 

and conservation values that are not represented here: 

• Water:Water:Water:Water: There currently exists no freely available data that allows for the representation of the 

value of clean water to the MD. Mapping the “value of water” would require an accurate 

mapping of wetlands, riparian areas, perennial and ephemeral water bodies, groundwater and 

aquifers, etc; it would also require accurate modelling of climatic variation from year to year, 

season to season, and so on. Another problem is the inherent variability in water quality over 

space and time – in order to map the value of clean, plentiful water over the landscape one would 

have to monitor water quality and quantity extensively, and update the value layer frequently. 

• Air: Air: Air: Air: The challenges around mapping the value of clean air are similar to those of water. Sufficient 

data does not exist, and air quality can vary so widely over time and for such a broad range of 

reasons, that mapping it as a community value is very problematic. 

    

Even though these community values are difficult to map, they are equally important to those that are 

more readily mappable. 

    

The Bow River Basin Council (BRBC) is currently developing a Bow Basin Watershed Management Plan, 

which will recommend best practices around riparian zones and wetlands, headwaters, and land use, 

aimed at ensuring a sustainable water supply throughout the Bow River Basin. Although the BRBC's 

focus area lies just north of MD Ranchland, the recommendations of the Watershed Management Plan 

might be worth exploring if the MD is to consider legislating land use in the interest of protecting water 

(e.g. development setbacks, creek crossings, wetland mitigation, etc.). 

AESTHETICS 

SCENIC BEAUTY 
    

MD Ranchland residents place great value on the scenic beauty of the landscape they inhabit. The 

scenic vistas of rolling hills, tranquil pastoral valleys, and rugged peaks convey an unparalleled natural 

beauty, and the limited human alteration of the landscape is a happy side effect of a small, rural 

population. The scenic beauty of MD Ranchland is also one of the main attractants for visitors to the 

area. 
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Illustration 9 - Scenic Beauty Value Layer 
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In order to map this value, a new data layer was created to reflect the relative visibility of different areas 

within the MD. This layer was created by the Miistakis Institute by conducting a viewshed analysis on a 

regularly spaced grid of points, overlain on a digital elevation model (DEM). The result is a raster data set 

that records the number of visible points from each location within the MD. Assuming that most locations 

with the MD are scenic, it follows that areas which are more broadly visible would be of greater 

aesthetic value to the community. The scenic beauty value layer was created based on this premise. 

 

SCENICSCENICSCENICSCENIC    VIEWSVIEWSVIEWSVIEWS    FROMFROMFROMFROM    HIGHWAYSHIGHWAYSHIGHWAYSHIGHWAYS    
 

As much as residents value the scenic beauty of MD Ranchland, they also recognize its attractiveness to 

those visiting the area. Many visitors are actually passers-by on their way to other destinations, either 

coming through the MD north-south along Highway 22, or looking north from Highway 3 on their way 

east-west through the Crowsnest Pass. 

 

To reflect the value of scenic viewscapes from major highways independent of general scenic beauty, a 

separate value layer was created based on a viewshed analysis using a DEM and line features 

representing Highways 22 and 3. Again, areas that are more visible are assigned a higher value. 

 

DATADATADATADATA    GAPSGAPSGAPSGAPS    ANDANDANDAND    OTHEROTHEROTHEROTHER    IDEASIDEASIDEASIDEAS    
 

Although there are no readily identifiable gaps in the data, the value layers created rely on some broad 

assumptions – specifically, that all visible landscape is scenic and beautiful – and hence they map this 

value in a fairly general way. There are more rigorous methods one could employ to refine the mapping 

of this value, but they are more time-intensive and were beyond the scope of this study. 

 

COMMUNITY 

RESIDENTIALRESIDENTIALRESIDENTIALRESIDENTIAL    DENSITYDENSITYDENSITYDENSITY    
 

The residents of MD Ranchland greatly value the “room to move”, peace and tranquillity that is afforded 

to them by living in a rural setting. The density of residential settlement was mapped to represent this 

value across the MD. 

 

The residential density value layer was generated from the Miistakis Institute's 2003 Rural Residential 

Expansion Study data set. The total number of residential structures per quarter section, as recorded in 

municipal tax and assessment rolls, was used to calculate residential (taken to denote population) 

density. Areas of higher density were assigned lower community value, and vice-versa. 
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Illustration 10 - Scenic View from Highways Value Layer 
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Illustration 11 - Residential Density Values Layer 
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DATADATADATADATA    GAPSGAPSGAPSGAPS    ANDANDANDAND    OTHEROTHEROTHEROTHER    IDEASIDEASIDEASIDEAS    
 

Participants in the November 2010 workshop identified other values related to sense of community that 

are more difficult to map. These values include good neighbours, privacy, safety and security, and shared 

community ethics. Though these values are not mappable, they are nevertheless important to record in 

this document, and are likely to be preserved as long as the community is actively engaged in 

community-building exercises such as this project, and in social activities such as the annual Beef & 

Bean. 

 

HERITAGE 

HISTORICALHISTORICALHISTORICALHISTORICAL    RESOURRESOURRESOURRESOURCESCESCESCES    
 

The residents of MD Ranchland recognize the depth of cultural history within their municipality, and the 

role this history has played in creating the strong sense of tradition, connection to the land, and heritage 

that the community shares today. 

 

Alberta Culture and Community Spirit's Historical Resources Management branch maintains a Listing of 

Historic Resources for the province. The Listing identifies sites of known historic, cultural, or 

archaeological significance, and assigns them a Historic Resource Value (HRV), as described in the 

following table. 

 

 

The historical resources value layer was created based on the ACCS HRV layer – sites with lower HRV 

numbers were assigned higher community values, and vice-versa. 

 

Table 1: ACCS Historic Resource Value Designations 
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Illustration 12 - Historical Resource Value Layer 
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DATADATADATADATA    GAPSGAPSGAPSGAPS    ANDANDANDAND    OTHEROTHEROTHEROTHER    IDEASIDEASIDEASIDEAS    
 

The Listing of Historic Resources is reasonably comprehensive, but it does not cover all historic 

resources that may be known or valued at a local level. Individual landowners may know of teepee rings, 

old trails, historic homesteads or settlements that way be of value to MD Residents, but are too fine-

scaled to be recorded in a provincial data base. If a record of these sites is also important, the MD may 

want to consider the option of creating a tool that would allow the community to map and monitor these 

resources. 

 

MD Ranchland residents Debbie and Tony Webster have researched the Western Land Grant Records 

between 1870 and 1930, which might give insight to earlier settlement patterns in the region as well as 

the origin of many local place names. This data does not readily translate to a mappable values layer, but 

is available to the MD should they wish to use it. 

 

Peter Fidler, a Hudson Bay Company explorer and a contemporary of David Thompson, was an early 

European explorer of western Canada and the first European to document a journey into what is now 

southwestern Alberta. In the winter of 1792-3, Fidler spent several months in present-day MD Ranchland, 

and near Livingstone Gap he became the first European to establish contact with the Kootenai. The 

Miistakis Institute, using the narrative found in J.G. MacGregor's biography of Peter Fidler, has mapped 

the route Fidler followed. This route is not readily translatable into a value layer, but the GIS data will be 

provided to MD Ranchland, in hopes that they can find some other way to communicate this important 

aspect of the region's heritage. 

 

LOCAL GOVERNANCE 

 

Although the value of a strong, open, representative local government cannot be overstated, it is 

impossible to map this value. This Mapping Project and the lengths MD Staff and Council have gone to 

ensure an open and inclusive process is evidence of the effectiveness of the municipal government. 

 

 

THE VALUE OF MAPPINGTHE VALUE OF MAPPINGTHE VALUE OF MAPPINGTHE VALUE OF MAPPING    VALUESVALUESVALUESVALUES    

 

At the outset of the Community and Conservation Values Mapping Project, the stated objective was to 

arrive at a single GIS data layer – a single map – that would represent all of the values of MD Ranchland. 

In retrospect, this goal seems to have been not only ambitious, but also foolhardy. Any such layer would 

be nearly impossible to build from consensus, and would necessarily be an oversimplification of 

community values, stripping away important details that the MD would likely wish to retain. 

 

Despite falling short of – or revising – the initial goal, there is still great value in the value layers 

presented above. This value speaks to the original question that this Project set out to answer: 

 

“How do we communicate what we value?” 
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Illustration 13 - Sample Combination of Five Value Layers 
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Maps have powerful storytelling potential. The layers presented in this report describe the values of a 

community, and express them in a fashion never before presented. They are not 100% accurate, but they 

are certainly representative of the values, ideas, and opinions contributed at the stakeholder workshops, 

in Council meetings, in municipal planning and development documents, and in the works of local and 

regional conservation groups. 

 

To paraphrase Councillor Cam Gardner: the Community and Conservation Value Maps that this project 

has created provide MD Ranchland with another tool. This tool can be used to better understand the 

“special-ness” of the local landscape, to communicate local values to residents and visitors alike, and to  

make land use decisions that are aimed at protecting those aspects of the natural and cultural 

environment that are most important. 

 

Each data layer created through this project is valuable on its own, for its expression of a component of 

the value set of the community. However, there is the potential to gain further insight through the 

combination (overlay) of multiple layers; this allows for the assessment and mapping of multiple value 

layers in concert, to see where the aggregate community/conservation value is the greatest. As an 

example, Illustration 13 shows the combination of five value layers (one from each theme): native 

grassland; multi-species conservation; scenic beauty; residential density; and historical resources. 

 

Since each value layer was standardized on a scale between 0 and 1, combination of value layers is 

straightforward. Users of ESRI ArcGIS can simply calculate the average of all combined value layers3. 

 

Lastly, it is important to note that this project and the resulting value layers has the potential to inform 

broader scale land use and conservation planning processes that are currently ongoing. For example, 

the South Saskatchewan Regional Plan, Southern Foothills Conservation Initiative, Calgary Regional 

Partnership, and Bow River Basin Watershed Management Plan, all could potentially benefit from this 

work directly, or adapt the methods and findings to their own objectives. 

 

CONCLUSIONCONCLUSIONCONCLUSIONCONCLUSION    

 

The community and conservation value layers described in this report, created as part of the MD 

Ranchland Community and Conservation Values Mapping Project, provide the staff, Council, and 

residents of MD Ranchland with another means by which to accurately communicate the aspects of their 

landscape in which they place the highest value. 

 

In time new, more accurate data may come available, or values or knowledge about land use and land 

use planning may change. It may then be advisable to revisit these value layers to determine if they still 

represent the true landscape, and if the values they communicate persist within MD Ranchland. 

 

For now, it is most important that these new communication tools are tested and used in a broad range of 

municipal applications. The method and the layers produced can always be adapted to better suit the 

                                                        
3 Spatial Analyst Extension is required – using raster calculator, the correct expression is: MEAN (layer1, layer2, …layer n) 
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needs of MD Ranchland. 

 

Indeed, the Municipal District of Ranchland is a very special place. Not just for its striking beauty, 

abundant natural capital, and land stewardship that contributes to a sustainable future; perhaps the most 

special thing about MD Ranchland is its people, who have the courage, foresight, and presence of mind 

to recognize and protect that which is truly valuable. 
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APPENDIX 1 APPENDIX 1 APPENDIX 1 APPENDIX 1 ––––    WORKSHOP SUMMARYWORKSHOP SUMMARYWORKSHOP SUMMARYWORKSHOP SUMMARY    

 

The following summarizes results of the MD Ranchland Community and Conservation Values Workshop 

held in Chain Lakes on Friday November 19th, 2010. The workshop was facilitated by Greg Chernoff and 

Samantha Managh from the Miistakis Institute, and was attended by approximately 40-50 participants, 

most of whom reside in MD Ranchland. There were two main components to the workshop: the first was 

an open brainstorming session in which participants were asked to answer the question: “What do you 

value about MD Ranchland?” The question was intentionally broad as these values can relate to many 

aspects of the community, including both the cultural and physical landscape. At the end of the 

brainstorming session, the ideas expressed by participants were divided into general themes (see below) 

During the second component of the workshop, participants arranged themselves into break-out groups 

based on these general themes. The goal of each break-out group was more clearly articulate the values 

that came out of the brainstorming session, in the various themes.  

 

 

HERITAGE: 

In the brainstorming session, participants expressed the following values related to history and heritage: 

• Ranching tradition and culture 

• Lifestyle 

• Multi-generational land owners 

• Economy and lifestyle that depends on the landscape 

• “Deeper” history – aboriginal culture, early European settlers 

 

Based on these ideas, the break-out group came up with the following value statements: 

• Every footprint has contributed to the heritage of the MD of Ranchland – the ranching way of life 

our families continue to share. 

• Specific examples of valued heritage sites include: Peter Fidler's route through MD Ranchland in 

the 1790's; aboriginal sacred sites (vision quest sites, teepee rings, hunting sites, etc.); historic 

post offices; historic homesteads. 

• Heritage is ongoing, as many multi-generational families still live here – this is a valuable 

resource. 

• Good stewardship of the land is essential to the continued preservation of cultural heritage. 

 

COMMUNITY: 

Workshop participants identified the following values related generally to community: 

• Good neighbours 

• Sense of safety 

• Privacy 

• “Rural culture” - trust, reliance on one another, rural settlement (i.e. no cities) 

 

In break-out session, the group listed the following community values: 
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• The uniqueness of our community is the “common ground” way of thinking in which everyone has 

common views on social values to respecting our ecological values on the land which we live. 

The close-knit community where everyone knows their neighbours provides safety and 

assurance that you know if you needed help there would be someone to help. 

• Generational families comprise a community and the members of the community become a family 

in itself because of the common values and like mindset. 

• The common mindset of the community to achieve communal goals as a way of life is being 

taught to the next generations for years to come. 

• Lack of urban development is valued. 

• Lack of group country residential settlement is valued. 

 

LOCAL GOVERNANCE: 

Many of the values expressed in the brainstorming session relate to the appreciation of strong local 

government: 

• Unique and accessible political environment 

• Trusted local government and administration 

• Adaptive and open to new ideas 

• Local government thinks critically about proposed development 

• Things that are generally thought of as “externalities” are foremost considerations here 

• Common sense is commonly applied 

• Local government plans effectively 

• Development is “controlled” 

 

The break-out group distilled the following values from the ideas brought forth in the brainstorming 

session: 

• Council is approachable – willing to listen to and seek guidance/input from ratepayers (this 

workshop is an example) 

• Council reflects the values of the ratepayers – they are “attached to the land” and members of 

the community 

• Council is willing to share the office space, staff, and resources 

 

ECOLOGY: 

In the brainstorming session, participants noted that an ecologically healthy landscape is essential to 

continued success and prosperity, but is also enabled by traditional ranching lifestyle and culture. 

Participants noted the community values of: 

• Clean air and water 

• Watershed health 

• Wildlife 

•  

• The ecology break-out group articulated the following values: 

• MD Ranchland contains important headwaters for several Alberta watersheds, and values clean 

water afforded by healthy watersheds. If headwaters are not protected, it will be detrimental to 
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MD Ranchland residents and downstream residents as well.  

• Minimal environmental impact is valued. Land use should aim to work within natural systems and 

processes (e.g. ranching). Less human encroachment promotes greater biodiversity. 

• Biodiversity is valued, as animal and plant diversity maintains ecological health and balance. 

• Clean, unpolluted air is valued. 

 

 

LAND STEWARDSHIP: 

The values described above in the “local governance section” relate to how MD Ranchland Staff and 

Council value the physical and cultural landscape, and how these values are reflected in municipal 

government policy. However, many ideas expressed in the brainstorming session have more to do with 

land stewardship; or how individuals interact with the landscape, and how lands should be managed: 

• Intact landscape 

• Large parcels of land 

• Open spaces 

• Roadless areas 

• Minimize change 

 

During the break-out session, the land stewardship group identified the following values: 

• MD Ranchland residents aspire to “leave the land in better condition than they found it.” 

• Good land stewardship is valued as the basis for protecting all other community values – “if the 

land is not taken care of, it will not support us.” 

• MD Ranchland should strive to minimize disturbance. 

 

AESTHETICS: 

Some of the values expressed in the brainstorming session deal with the aesthetics – the look or feel – of 

MD Ranchland. These include: 

• Quiet/tranquillity 

• Scenic beauty 

• Being here “feels good” 

• MD Ranchland is attractive to outsiders 

 

The break-out group working on this theme came up with the following value statements:: 

• “Scenic beauty” to us is vast openness, pristine foothills and mountain views largely 

unobstructed by man-made structures, and quietness that is becoming hard to find and is of great 

value. 

• These special things draw people to our area who openly admire what is seen as something 

unique and worthy of being protected. This is a place that provides great enjoyment for all who 

pass through it. 

• We feel honoured to live in this area and all its aesthetic qualities are of utmost importance to its 

residents, to preserve for ourselves and the many people we share it with. 
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